The mayor's office represents a theoretically excellent launchpad for higher office-especially for members of the Democratic Party, whose stable of potential candidates has been depleted in recent years by Republican dominance in state-level contests. We know relatively little, however, about the extent to which mayors run for higher office, as well as the type of mayors who choose to do so. This paper combines longitudinal data on the career paths of mayors of two hundred big cities with a novel survey of mayors to investigate these questions. While we find that mayors' individual and city traits-especially mayoral gender-have some predictive power, the overwhelming story is that a relatively low number of mayors-just under onefifth-seek higher office. We suggest that ideological, institutional, life-cycle, and electoral factors all help to explain why so few mayors exhibit progressive ambition.
Introduction
In a Time Magazine profile of New Jersey Senator Cory Booker, Larry Sabato cited the centrality of his experience as a mayor to his progression to higher office: "When he inevitably runs for President, Booker will claim executive experience from Newark and national expertise via the Senate" (Netwon-Small 2013). Booker is not alone in thinking of local office as a first step in a national political career. Democratic presidential runner-up (and Vermont senator) Bernie Sanders and Democratic vice presidential nominee (and Virginia Senator) Tim Kaine similarly launched their political careers as mayors. Politicians exhibiting progressive ambition frequently start at local offices before moving to state and then national political careers (Black 1972; Kazee 1994; Prinz 1993; Rohde 1979; Schlesinger 1966; Lawless and Fox 2005; Stewart 2012 ). In their Citizen Political Ambition Survey, Fox and Lawless (2005) find that potential office-seekers are well aware of this "career ladder;" 70% select a local office as their prospective first race, with between 30 and 40% of respondents indicating that they eventually plan to run for higher office (pp. 649). As the highest salience executive in a city, the mayor's office presumably would comprise an excellent stepping-stone to higher office.
Despite all of this potential, we know relatively little about whether mayors actually exhibit high rates of progressive ambition. Indeed, the bulk of previous research examines the career paths of state legislators by investigating the personal and structural factors that shape when and why they seek higher office (Maestas 2000 (Maestas , 2003 Maestas et al. 2006; Fulton et al. 2006 ). Much of this literature focuses specifically on decisions about when to run for Congress, rather than higher office more generally (Maestas 2000; Powell 2000; Tothero 2003; Steen 2006; Maisel and Stone 2014) . Within the context of statehouses, this focus makes sense. State legislators are likely most apt to seek higher legislative positions. Nonetheless, by largely limiting its focus to state legislators (just one plausible local office) and focusing primarily on one particular higher office-U.S. congressional representative-this scholarship necessarily provides researchers with an incomplete picture of progressive ambition about local politicians-particularly on the executive side.
The current empirical evidence on mayors' career ambitions is limited and decidedly mixed. Gittell (1963) contends that mayors generally are unsuccessful in seeking election to higher offices, particularly when they attempt to campaign outside their home city. Murphy (1980) , on the other hand, argues that mayors tend to perform at similar levels to those coming from other "stepping-stone" offices-particularly state legislators.
1 Moreover, he contends that the mayoralty is frequently the culmination of a political career, a point supported by other research (McNitt 2010) . While all of these studies represent informative starting points-and yield important insights into separate research questions-these studies almost exclusively focused on a narrow subset of the nation's largest cities. 2 While case studies of these cities with unique powers (Judd and Swanstrom 2014) are common (Sonenshein 1993; Mollenkopf 1994; Kaufmann 2004) , focusing on roughly twenty abnormal cities necessarily limits the power to make generalizable insights into the mayoralty as a potential launchpad into higher office.
What's more, these studies have largely eschewed questions about the types of mayors who seek higher office. We thus have little evidence on whether issues like race, gender, partisan context, and city institutional features shape mayors' propensity to run for higher office. These questions have been the subject of a wide strand of scholarship on progressive ambition in other arenas Lawless 2012 ).
This relative lack of information about mayoral ambition has potentially important representative and policy implications. In particular, there is strong evidence that ambitious politicians behave differently than their counterparts without aspirations for higher office. At the local level, Leroux and Pandey (2014) find that ambitious city leaders are more likely to use interlocal service delivery to enhance policy efficiency. State legislators with progressive ambition are more likely to monitor constituents' opinions (Maestas 2003) and more professionalized state legislatures yield more representative policy outcomes in part because of the opportunities they afford for career progression (Maestas 2000) .
One practical implication of omitting mayors from studies of candidate entry for national office is the risk of overlooking a potential "bench" of liberal and/or minority candidates who are strongly represented in local government and hold a paucity of state level positions (Hertel-Fernandez and Skocpol 2016) . In the most recent national election, former mayors Corey Booker, Julian Castro, and John Hickenlooper were reputed to be on Democratic presidential nominee Hilary Clinton's vice presidential short-list. Three of the five spots in the first of the 2016 Democratic primary presidential debates were filled by former mayors (Bernie Sanders, Martin O'Malley, and Lincoln Chafee). Among other things, this paper asks whether these former mayors' presence in national politics is the rule or a handful of salient exceptions to it.
To assess whether and what kinds of mayors do, in fact, pursue higher office, we collected different two data sets. The first is a comprehensive data set of the career trajectories of all mayors of cities over 150,000 people since 1992. In addition, we gathered similar data on the mayors of state capitals and states' largest cities that were not already included in the population survey. These data provide rich and unprecedented access into the political ambitions of mayors, and encompass a broader range of cities than previously explored. Moreover, consistent with a growing body of scholarship (Gaddie 2004; Fox and Lawless 2005) , we look at ambition prospectively, rather than retrospectively exploring the career paths of state legislators, members of Congress, governors, or presidents. We couple these historical data with a nationally nationally representative survey of over 90 mayors of cities over 75,000 people-including many of the nation's largest cities-that explores, among other issues, mayoral career ambition. This data set offers unprecedented access into the self-reported political ambitions of elected officials at the local level. Qualitative comments from the surveys help us elucidate proposed theoretical mechanism outlined in the next section.
Our data reveal that a strikingly low percentage of medium to big city mayors-less than onefifth-seek higher office. In other words, the former mayors who played prominent roles in the 2016 election are outliers. Mayors disproportionately end their political careers without pursuing and/or filling higher offices. Using qualitative and quantitative data from our survey, we find evidence in support of a variety of mechanisms that might help to explain these results, including an interest in working on urban issues, a dislike of partisanship, fundraising, and frequent campaigning, geographic/family preferences for staying put, and, a preference for executive positions and a corresponding distaste for legislative positions-particularly the U.S. House of Representatives.
Interestingly, we also find some variation in which mayors are interested in running: most notably, we find evidence of a gender gap in which female mayors are less interested in pursuing higher office. Mayoral race, city racial context, city population, and city institutional features all also appear to have some limited predictive power in our historical data.
When Do Mayors Run?
A wide body of scholarship on progressive ambition suggests that local offices generally are good starting points for higher office (Schlesinger 1966; Black 1972; Rohde 1979; Kazee 1994; Lawless 2005, 2010) . In describing the electoral successes of former U.S. Senator Scott Brown, Stewart (2012) succinctly outlines why these offices provide effective political launchpads: "His success derived in part from his opportunity to hone his political skills through seeking election in a series of interlocking and ever-larger constituencies" (pp. 146). Holding local office-a relatively low-cost position to obtain-should create a natural constituency for an upwardly mobile politician and boost his or her sense of efficacy, an important driver of the decision to run for higher office . We should therefore expect at least some mayors to seek higher office.
On the other hand, there are reasons to to expect mayoral positions to be different from other sub-national offices, and to therefore find a disproportionately small number of mayors pursuing higher office. We focus on four such reasons: 1) preferences for working on urban issues, 2) preferences for executive positions and/or distaste for the legislative process, 3) distaste for fundraising, partisanship, and frequent campaigning, and 4) geographic and family preferences for staying put.
Obviously many politicians may share at least some of these preferences. Nevertheless, those who run for mayor and serve as mayor may have them more strongly and/or feel that other political offices are not worth pursuing.
It may be that for both ideological and institutional reasons, mayors' concerns and policy priorities are largely divorced from those pursued by elites in state and federal offices. Many mayors may genuinely love urban issues, and have little interest in national ones. In his work on party politics, Sorauf (1980) notes that the American urban machine is "provincially concerned with the city, and its politics are almost completely divorced from the issues that agitate our national politics" (pp. 70). Banfield and Wilson (1963) similarly contend that local parties rarely have a "concrete program or platform" (pp. 277). Issue passion is an important component of the decision to seek office (Wilson 1962; Canon 1990; Thomas 1990) . If the issues motivating mayors are starkly different from those driving their counterparts in higher offices, then we may not observe high levels of progressive ambition among mayors.
Second, unlike state legislators, mayors would have to give up executive power and autonomy to join Congress. It may be that certain political leaders have natural inclinations for executive positions and others for legislative ones, or it may be that once one has executive power, it is hard to give up to be one of many in a potentially gridlocked legislature. This may be especially true in the case of the House of Representatives Third, in many cases, running for higher office would require mayors to engage in significantly more fundraising, campaigning, and partisanship than their current positions do. The House of Representatives in particular is hyper-partisan, and requires constant campaigning and fundraising (Hall 2016) . In many cases, local elections are less frequent, contentions, and partisan. In some places, the urban electorate may diverge widely from the district or statewide one such that the same positions and attributes that make one electable as a mayor may hinder one's chances for other offices. Finally, related both to being in a legislature and moving away from the typical mayoral agenda, mayors may prefer to avoid the ideological issues, and corresponding partisan loyalty, that they would confront outside of city politics. For better or worse, cities are prevented from, and/or get to avoid, some of these issues (Frug 1980; Peterson 1981; Vigdor 2004; Brooks and Phillips 2010; Gamm and Kousser 2013 
Individual Characteristics
At the individual level, a rich body of scholarship suggests that a politician's race and gender shape his/her propensity to run for higher office. In particular, ample empirical evidence reveals that being a member of underrepresented groups reduces progressive ambition (Constantini 1990; Moncrief, Squire, and Jewell 2001; Fox and Lawless 2005; Lawless and Fox 2005) . There are a variety of mechanisms at play here. Given the dramatic overrepresentation of white men in the vast majority of elected bodies in the United States, women and minorities may not believe that higher office is a realistic possibility . Moreover, members of historically excluded populations are less likely to be recruited (Eulau and Prewitt 1973; Matthews 1984) , may feel less efficacy as candidates, and/or lack a politicized upbringing .
Taken together, this research leads us to anticipate that female, black, and/or Hispanic mayors will be less likely to run for higher office than their white and/or male counterparts.
Contextual Characteristics
In addition, a variety of city-level contextual characteristics might affect whether a mayor chooses to run for higher office. Here, we highlight three: institutional configurations, size, and racial demographics.
Most large American cities have one of two forms of government: mayor-council or councilmanager. Under the mayor-council system, the mayor typically acts as an executive with a large degree of autonomy. He/she can veto city council ordinances and is responsible for appointing a wide array of critical city officials (Judd and Swanstrom 2012) . Conversely, under councilmanager system-forged as part of the reform movement in response to urban political machinesthe mayor and city council make policy decisions (typically with the council wielding greater authority), with a city manager taking responsibility for the day-to-day operation of government (Judd and Swanstrom 2012) . Local political offices create natural constituencies and help the progressively ambitious bolster their political skills. We thus might anticipate that mayor-council systems, which confer more of these opportunities, should yield more successful candidates for higher office than mayors in council-manager systems. This logic suggests that mayors governing under mayor-council systems should evince greater progressive ambition than those in councilmanager cities.
On the other hand, the same greater power that allows for constituency and skill development might also render governing in a mayor-council system more attractive than higher offices. Because they can wield greater influence and accomplish policy goals, these mayors might actually feel less frustrated in their current positions, and therefore less apt to pursue higher office.
The size of a city might similarly affect mayoral ambition. Stewart (2012) outlines why this constituency population matters: "[A]t each step along the way, the constituency of the old position was a subset of the constituency at the new position. A career in elected office, therefore, often is a matter of winning a majority in a small constituency, shoring up that constituency through diligent service, and then using the smaller constituency as a base in trying to win a larger constituency" (p.144). Intuitively, larger cities, then should be more amenable bases for progressively ambitious politicians simply because they will comprise a larger share of any subsequent constituency. In addition, the challenges facing and the powers available to the mayors of large cities are unique (Judd and Swanstrom 2012) . Thus, as with the mayors of mayor-council cities, the mayors of large cities will have more opportunities to develop their political skills, and will likely have greater confidence in their political efficacy. Therefore, we expect that mayors of larger cities will exhibit greater progressive ambition than their counterparts governing smaller cities.
Finally, city racial demographics might shape mayoral progressive ambition. In particular,
representing a more disproportionately minority constituency might disadvantage mayors seeking higher office (and its likely whiter constituency). Indeed, if the intuition that lower offices provide the skills and constituencies necessary for higher political ambitions holds true, then representing a constituency whose racial demographics differ markedly from those of higher offices will likely provide fewer of those necessary skills and connections. Thus, we expect that mayors of cities with higher proportions of minorities will exhibit less progressive ambition than their counterparts governing whiter cities.
Historical Data on Mayors' Career Trajectories
To measure the degree to which former mayors actually choose to run for higher office we compilea new data set of mayors in the United States. We collected information for all cities with populations greater than 150,000 people (based on total population in the 2013 American Community Survey). There are 165 such cities, ranging from New York City (population 8,268,999) to Pomona, California (population 150,006). We also added the 24 state capitals that do not meet this cutoff, and an additional seven cities which are the largest cities in their respective states but not already in our sample, for a total of 196 cities. For example, no city in New Hampshire exceeds 150,000 people. Therefore, we include Concord, the state capital (pop. 42,419), as well as Manchester, the largest city in the state (pop. 109,942) . 3 We include the state capitals and largest city in each state to ensure that at least one significant city in each state is included. This reflects the fact that major cities are defined by their contexts; the mayor of a city of 100,000 people in a state of 1 million people has a very different political position than the mayor of a city of 100,000 people in a state of 20 million people. Figure 1 maps the cities in our sample.
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For each city, we collected political career information on every person elected or appointed mayor from 1992 to 2015. 5 For each mayor, we collected a variety of information, including dates of birth and death, gender, race, political party (where available), and electoral history. 6 In particular, we sought to identify every elected office for which the mayor ran, both before and after serving as mayor. could run, we focused on statewide and federal races for this analysis. We excluded other local, county, and state legislative offices, as the relative power and prestige of these offices compared to even moderately sized and powerful mayoral positions is unclear. Overall, we collected data on 695 mayors. Table 1 provides summary statistics about the cities and mayors in our sample, and Table 2 lists the higher offices we include in the analysis.
To identify variations from specific urban circumstances, we merged data on individual mayors with information on city populations and institutional structures. We gathered racial and population institutional characteristics, we performed a comprehensive survey of city charters to identify term limits, length of mayoral terms, mayoral structure (classified as either a strong or weak mayor system), and the method of selection. Most of the mayors in our sample (97%) were directly elected by the voters, but a smaller subset (24) were appointed by the city council, generally from among their own ranks.
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One challenge in analyzing mayoral ambition historically is that the opportunity to run for higher office varies across individuals. Our sample includes some mayors who served in the 1990s
and have had twenty years to consider running for higher office. Other mayors may have been elected recently, and have had fewer opportunities to run. Some mayors serve for a long time in office, providing many opportunities to run as a current mayor, while others may not get reelected, or are constrained by term limits, but may have a longer period after serving, resulting in more opportunities after their mayoralty. We cannot fully control for this variation in opportunity. To partially address this, we conduct our analysis with two slightly different samples. The main analysis includes all of the mayors in our data, both former mayors and those currently serving. In the appendix, we repeat the analysis with a subsample of former mayors only.
We focus on three binary dependent variables to assess the ambition and success of mayors in running for higher office. Our first dependent variable, Candidate, is coded as "1" if a mayor runs for a higher office after their first successful mayoral election, and "0" if they never do so, regardless of their success in actually winning higher office. This includes mayors who enter a party primary for higher office but do not win the primary. The second dependent variable, Nominee, is coded as "1" if the mayor is on the ballot in the general election as the Democratic or Republican nominee or as an independent. The third dependent variable, Winner, is coded as "1" if the mayor won election to a higher office. By definition, any mayor who wins an election to higher office is also coded as a nominee and as a candidate, and any mayor who is a nominee is also coded as a candidate. Thus, across the three dependent variables, the number of successful mayors decreases.
We begin by exploring the basic descriptive question of mayoral ambition: at what rate do mayors run for higher office? Figure 2 displays the proportion of mayors in our sample who: (1) run for higher office (Candidate); (2) win a primary for higher office (Nominee); and (3) win a general election for a higher office (Winner). On balance, these results suggest that mayors seldom seek higher office. Fewer than 20 percent of mayors run for higher office, fewer than 15 percent win a primary, and just over 5 percent win a general election. Given the size of the cities in our sample, this is striking. Less than one-fifth of mayors of the nation's largest cities seek higher office. These data mirror survey results from Fox and Lawless' (2005) The numbers of mayors running for higher office are perhaps smaller than we might have predicted given the seeming attractiveness of mayoralty as a platform for the ambitious. Nonetheless, over the course of the 23 years covered by our sample, 91 mayors do seek higher office. 8 Table   2 outlines which offices these mayors opted to run for. The most popular office was governor-8 Some mayors run for multiple higher offices. 68 mayors run for one office, 18 for two, four for three, and one for four (Scotty Baesler, the mayor of Lexington, KY from 1982 to 1993, ran for governor in 1991 and lost; won election to the U.S. House in 1992 and was reelected in 1994 and 1996; ran for Senate in 1998 and lost, and ran again for the U.S. House in 2000 and lost).
comprising 40 percent of contests featuring a former mayor-consistent with our prediction that mayors would largely eschew legislative positions because of their ideological nature and lack of governing power.
Turning towards the question of which mayors run for higher office, Tables 3 and 4 display OLS coefficient estimates and standard errors for models predicting mayoral ambition based on individual-level and contextual characteristics, respectively. Each table includes five models. Models 1-3 regress the three dependent variables defined above (Candidate, Nominee, and Winner) on a set of mayor or city characteristics. Models 4 and 5 repeat Models 2 and 3, but restrict the sample to mayors who were candidates and nominees, respectively. The latter two models are therefore conditional on previous success. While Model 2 examines factors that contribute to being on a general election ballot for higher office across all mayors, Model 4 examines these same factors only for the mayors who chose to become candidates for higher office. Similarly, Model 3 examines factors that correlate with winning higher office among all mayors, and Model 5 examines these factors only for mayors who made it onto a general election ballot. Starting with the individual-level model (Table 3 )-which also includes control variables for the mayor's political party-we find limited support for the prediction that black and Hispanic mayors would be less apt to run for higher office. Black mayors appear to be less likely to run for higher office generally; our coefficient estimates suggest that they are 10 percentage points less likely to run in a primary, all else equal. Moreover, we similarly observe a negative coefficient on mayoral Hispanic ethnicity. However, this estimate falls well short of conventional standards for statistical significance because of its large standard error.
The primary results in Model 1 similarly yield some support for the hypothesis that female mayors would be less likely to run for higher office. As with our results for Hispanic ethnicity, the coefficient estimate for gender, while large, falls short of conventional standards of statistical significance.
Strikingly, however, these individual-level variables appear only to affect ambition-that is, the decision to run in the first place. Conditional on a candidate running for higher office, there Table 3 : Individual Variables. Models 1-3 include the full sample of mayors. The dependent variables are a binary indicator of if (1) the mayor was a candidate for higher office, (2) the mayor was a candidate in the general election, and (3) the mayor won an election for higher office. Models 4 and 5 use the same DVs as models 2 and 3, respectively, but restrict the sample for (4) only mayors that were candidates in the primary, and (5) only mayors that were candidates in the general election.
is no consistent relationship between mayoral gender, race, or ethnicity and winning a primary or general election (Models 4 and 5). These non-relationships make sense in the context of our theorizing since the predictions focus on candidate ambition. So, our theoretical expectations (and seemingly, our results) help to explain when a mayor might choose to run for higher office, but not their success conditional on deciding to run. We can provide comparatively little insight into which mayors win higher office (at least in terms of individual-level attributes), though we note that one of our control variables-mayoral Democratic partisanship-is positively related with winning a primary election. It is also possible, of course, that our inability to draw strong conclusions about when mayors win primary and general elections is a consequence of small sample sizes.
Because so few mayors run for (and win) higher offices, we may simply lack a sufficient number of observations to generate generalizable conclusions about which mayors win higher offices.
Turning to Table 4 , we also evaluate a series of predictions exploring how city-level characteristics might correspond with mayoral ambition. These models-which feature the same dependent variables as in Table 3 -include controls for whether a city has term limits, location in the South, the city percent Democratic, and the state percent Democratic. As with our models of individuallevel predictors, we only find theoretically consistent relationships between our contextual variables and mayors' ambition when our outcome is whether or not a mayor runs for higher office in the first place. Consistent with our prediction that mayor-council systems would foster the development of political skills, we find that, all else equal, leading a strong-mayor city increases a mayor's probability of running in a primary by almost 8 percentage points.
As with our models of individual-level predictors, we only find theoretically consistent relationships between our contextual variables and mayors' ambition when our outcome is whether or not a mayor runs for higher office in the first place. Consistent with our prediction that mayorcouncil systems would foster the development of political skills, we find that, all else equal, leading a strong-mayor city increases a mayor's probability of running in a primary by almost 8 percentage points. Finally, mayors of cities with a higher percent black are significantly less likely to run for higher office. Interestingly, this negative relationship does not hold for mayors of more Hispanic cities, though the coefficient estimate on percent Hispanic falls short of conventional standards of statistical significance. Perhaps because of Hispanics' rising salience as a swing constituency (e.g.
Hochschild et al. 2012), mayors of these communities strategically believe that they have a better chance of obtaining higher office.
Mayors' Preferences: Survey Evidence
To better understand the key insight of our historical data-that mayors seldom run for higher office-we turn to a second novel data source: a nationally representative survey of mayors of Table 3 for model definitions.
cities over 75,000. We recruited all mayors from cities over 75,000 (465 in the U.S.) to participate in an in-person/phone survey on a wide array of topics. 94 mayors participated-a response rate of 20%. Table 5 compares the participating cities' traits to the total population of U.S. cities with more than 75,000 residents. In sample mayors largely resemble the demographics of the country as a whole. The participants, however, generally skew toward bigger cities; this population skew is unsurprisingly linked with a bias towards somewhat poorer cities with differing racial demographics. Participating cities are also slightly more likely to be strong mayor cities. For a study of mayoral career ambition, this skew is not especially problematic; if anything, it means that more of the mayors in our sample have thought of and/or are plausible candidates for higher office.
This is an advantage of our survey over other comparable surveys of local officials (Butler et al. 2015) ; while these studies are able to use an impressive number of observations to run interesting experimental analyses, they lack the large city elites who comprise the most likely pool from which draw candidates for higher office. This skew towards larger cities, however, may render our estimate of the proportion of mayors interested in higher office greater than it might have been with a more representative sample. Mayors were then asked to rate a series of positions on a five-point scale ranging from "very unappealing" to "very appealing." These jobs were: city councilor, state legislator, U.S. congressman/congresswoman, U.S. senator, governor, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, Secretary of Transportation, and something outside of government. We selected these career paths informed by initial historical data collection on the career paths most plausibly available to former mayors. In addition, we opted to include those two particular cabinet offices because they were occupied by former mayors at the time we conducted the survey. The second question we asked centered on recruitment. We asked "During your time as mayor, have you been seriously recruited or encouraged to run for a different political office?"
Because virtually all interviews were conducted in person or over the phone, we were able to ensure that responses to our questions came directly from mayors and not staffers/advisors.
Moreover, in many cases, we asked follow questions, allowing us to further understand mayors' career ambitions (or lack thereof). Those in-depth follow ups provide texture to many of our theoretical predictions outlined above. This plot suggests two general findings: (1) mayors are not especially enthusiastic about filling other governmental offices and (2) to the extent they are enthusiastic, their preferences align with the influence and prestige of the other offices. Perhaps the most striking result is the very high relative appeal of non-governmental work which was by far the highest rated option on average.
Over 80 percent of mayors rated such jobs as "very appealing" or "appealing." No single government job came close to matching those figures. Importantly, this relatively lukewarm take on higher office does not appear to be a consequence of lack of encouragement. When asked whether they had been "seriously recruited" for higher office, 75 percent said yes. Moreover, because we conducted the interviews over the phone, we were able to, at least in some cases, determine that these recruitment efforts were credible. Figure 3 , mayors have little interest in running for Congress. Only about one third of mayors rated Congress at least appealing and only five percent described it very appealing. This is notable because in many cases it is likely the natural next step for many ambitious mayors, yet few (including most mayors of cities that are much smaller than a congressional district) have interest in it. What's more, it offers some support for two of our proposed mechanisms that help explain why mayors might not run for higher office: that they have a distaste for the legislative process generally and that they especially revile the partisan fighting, fundraising, and frequent elections that are an integral part of running for and serving in the House. The second striking result in Figure 4 is the relative parity of the Senate and governor options. About 66 and 60 percent found governor and Senate appealing, respectively. These differences are not significant (p=.41). About 72 percent of those that were enthusiastic about governor were also enthusiastic about Senator, and 87 percent of those who saw the Senate as appealing felt similarly about the governor's office. In sum, these results suggest little differentiation between the two statewide offices. When juxtaposing the Senate and governor's offices, we have less of a clear preference for executive positions. However, to the extent there is differentiation there is at least suggestive evidence that while most mayors are interested in both positions, to the extent that some are only interested in one, that position is likely to be governor. Our individual-level survey data also allow us to further unpack which kinds of mayors show an interest in running for higher office. We focus on assessments of the House, Senate, and governor offices as the three most plausible avenues for electoral progressive ambition. The other elected offices were almost universally panned and one cannot choose to run for the cabinet positions in the same way one runs for other elected positions. Figure 5 by reports the proportion of mayors rating each electoral position at least appealing by six variables of interest that speak to a variety of the potential sources of variation comprising personal traits (sex, time in office, and partisanship) and city attributes (institutional form, city size, and distance to Washington, D.C).
By far the most notable source of variation is the mayors' sex. Males are much more enthusiastic about each of the more prestigious elected offices, sometimes significantly so. While the small number of female mayors renders our confidence intervals large, the pattern is clear and large in magnitude across all higher offices; female mayors were 20-30 percentage points less likely to view higher offices as appealing. These differences are even starker when limiting the analysis to those who rated each job "very appealing" (e.g. those most likely to pursue higher office) in Figure 6 . Almost none of the female mayors saw the higher offices as being very appealing. Only 5 percent saw the Senate and governorship as very appealing, respectively, compared to about 30 and 50 percent of male mayors. (Interestingly, neither group rates Congress as very appealing, again consistent with our other results revealing a mayoral antipathy towards Congress.) This is especially striking given that our sample surveys individuals who have already run for and won political office in a medium-to large-sized city. In other words, our sample should select for a disproportionately politically ambitious set of women. Even among these politically-minded women, there is a significant ambition gap.
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This lack of progressive ambition among female candidates does not appear to be a consequence of a disproportionate recruitment of male candidates. Remarkably, an identical proportion of male and female mayors-75 percent-reported being recruited for higher office. This evidence contrasts with scholarship that finds that party elites recruit men more than women (Fox and Lawless 2010; Crowder-Meyer 2013) and bolsters recent evidence that women are less receptive to recruitment efforts than men (Preece, Stoddard, and Fisher 2015; Butler and Preece 2016; ).
The other two mayoral level traits do not exhibit notable variation. Newer and experienced mayors and Democratic and Republican ones exhibit largely similar levels of ambition.
Contrary to some of the theoretical expectations, city level traits have little relation to pref- 
Electoral Obstacles to Running for Higher Office
While we have uncovered interesting variations in which mayors run for higher office largely consistent with theoretical expectations, one central finding stands out as needing further exploration:
the extent to which mayors of large cities choose not to run for higher office. Indeed, in light of research suggesting that local office should comprise an excellent jumping off point for progres-11 Table A10 displays similar results in full regression models with controls.
sively ambitious candidates, the fact that fewer than one-fifth of mayors of cities over 100,000 seek higher office is striking.
We have proposed a number of explanations for this result-including interest in urban issues, executive preference, geographic location, and distaste for fundraising, frequent elections, and partisan bickering-and found some support for all of them, particularly the ideological and electoral factors that render the House of Representatives especially unattractive. Here, we highlight one additional, and important possibility: that the mayor's office is significantly more attractive than any other office that mayors could plausibly attain as a consequence of important electoral constraints.
The mayoralty may generally be more attractive than previously believed, particularly for of- Several electoral factors may make these generally competitive offices especially challenging for mayors to attain. Anti-urban sentiments among suburban and rural voters could pose a potent obstacle. While state legislators and governors have, at times, successfully fostered urbansuburban-rural coalitions (Orfield 1997; Weir, Wolman, and Swanstrom 2005) , conflict between cities, their surrounding communities, and more rural locales is more often the norm (Dreier, Mollenkopf, and Swanstrom 2004; Weir, Wolman, and Swanstrom 2005; Nall 2015; Cramer 2016) .
Part of this general anti-urban sentiment may further be exacerbated by the fact that cities are, on average, more diverse than suburbs and, especially, rural communities (Frey 2014) . Thus, a progressively ambitious minority mayor-or even just a mayor of a diverse city-may face perceptions that s/he favors urban and minority constituencies, rather than the whiter, less urban statewide electorate, when running for higher office. Such perceptions can be damaging; some research on descriptive representation in Congress finds that white constituents are more likely to contact and favorably assess those representatives with which they racially identify (Gay 2001) . More generally, s/he may run up against white perceptions of racial threat, particularly in places where the racial demographic gap between city and state is especially large (Key 1949; Giles and Buckner 1993; Glaser 1994; Taylor 1998 African-American has not won a statewide contest in Ohio" (Sullivan 2015) .
The tight link between race and vote choice means that the gap between cities and the suburbs and rural areas in their state is also a divide between liberals and conservatives (or, as one southern mayor in our survey described his city, a "blueberry in a bowl of tomato soup.") This partisan gap is similarly dissuasive to many mayors contemplating higher office because it both creates a more challenging electoral calculus and it renders effective governance less likely. One southern mayor stated that, while she has had been approached about running for higher office, she had no interest in the governor's office in particular because of her state's partisan politics; she rated running for governor as "unappealing" because of "our state legislature. I'd like to get something done." She said she "it would definitely be more appealing" to run if her state legislature were less conservative.
Indeed, the seemingly widespread perceptions of governing inefficacy at the state and (especially) federal levels have led mayors to view cities as the only places where exciting (and often)
progressive legislation can get passed. As the mayor of a western city put it, cities "are where you actually get work done." Until views of state and federal government become more positive, many politicians who would likely be high quality political candidates-particularly for the Democratic party-will eschew higher office. Table A9 : Individual Variables. The dependent variable (models 1-4) is a binary indicator of whether a mayor rated a higher office as appealing or very appealing. For model 5 it is an indicator of whether the mayor reported being seriously recruited to run for another office. All coefficients are from logit models with standard errors in parentheses.
(1) (2) (3) Table A10 : Contextual Variables. The dependent variable (models 1-4) is a binary indicator of whether a mayor rated a higher office as appealing or very appealing. For model 5 it is an indicator of whether the mayor reported being seriously recruited to run for another office. All coefficients are from logit models with standard errors in parentheses.
